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PASSION MAKES PERFECT WITH JEWELRY DESIGNER, KATE MISS

Author: Shawnna Woolridge - Posted in The Lifers
Jill of all trades, Kate Miss shapes her jewelry My favorite party companions are anyone who
passion into expanding collections.
will go to karaoke with me and sing at least one
song. Preferably many.
If you don’t see what you want – make it!
Kate Miss has thrived as a photographer,
When I need to get away, I escape to Joshua
graphic designer and jewelry artisan beTree to be filled with desert magic.
cause of this philosophy. And when you’re
as ambitious and talented as Kate Miss,
My favorite sweet indulgence is… where do I
why settle?
start? Lately I dream about the Nutella and sea
salt donut at Donut Friend.
What began as unique, handcrafted jewelry
to satisfy her zeal for creativity and expres- My last splurge was a new camera!
sion, quickly grew into collections that flew
off the shelves season after season. Kate
To give back, I donate to public radio and try to
Miss doesn’t roll with the tides, she creates be the absolute best friend I can be when people
them. From etched moons cast in bronze
are in crisis. It sounds so simple and easy but
to swaying pendants of crafted concrete
most people have no idea how to handle it and I
suspended from leather cords, her jewelry learned in a time of my own crisis.
creations are both statements pieces and
elegance that seamlessly transition from
When it comes to my beauty routine, I can’t live
day to night wear.
without: Most of it changes often but I’ve been
using MAC Select Moisture cover concealer for
From Flikr to Etsy to her own online shop, 10 years.
Kate Miss is an artist that has spoiled us.
And we were thrilled by the opportunity to
learn what spoils her!

Currently, I’m most passionate about making music
with my brother and learning how to sew. You have
to have hobbies you don’t make a dime off of when
your whole career is based off of the hobbies you
turned into an income.
My top three designers right now are: I don’t spend
much on clothing these days running my own business on a tight budget, but I love Dusen Dusen, Ilana Kohn, and Ace & Jig a lot.
When toasting to the good life, it’s always: about
who and what I’m toasting, not drinking. But once
I have that down it’s anything with Hendrick’s Gin.
Taking time to spoil myself means: eating that
aforementioned donut or watching way too many
episodes of Scandal.
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